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Text Blaster: A Multi-Player
Touchscreen Typing Game
Figure 1: A group playing Text
Blaster. Each player uses an
Android mobile device to control
their ship. The global state of
the game is shown on the large
projection wall.
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Abstract
Text Blaster is a multi-player shoot ’em up game based on
players typing sentences on a mobile device’s touchscreen
keyboard. Players attempt to be the last player standing
by using the speed, precision, and timing of their typing to
annihilate competing players. Our game utilizes a
sentence-based decoding approach in which users type an
entire sentence before our auto-correction algorithm infers
the most likely text. Text Blaster provides an engaging
and competitive game for use in investigating performance
and design aspects of touchscreen text entry interfaces.
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In this paper we describe Text Blaster, a multi-player
game that we created based around users typing sentences
on a touchscreen mobile device (Figure 1). Our game
depends on players typing sentences both quickly and
accurately. Each player controls the torpedo launcher of a
spaceship by typing a series of sentences on a virtual
qwerty touchscreen keyboard. The destructive power of
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a player’s shot is influenced by how fast a given sentence
is entered. The exact trajectory of a player’s shot is
influenced by how accurately a sentence is typed.
Additionally, players must time each shot in order to
target a particular enemy ship or to defend themselves
against an incoming torpedo. Players attempt to be the
last player standing by eliminating all other players.

Figure 2: Six players near the
start of a game. Each player’s
ship shows the player’s name, the
ship’s current orientation, and
the player’s remaining health.
Additionally, the entry rate and
error rate of the player’s last shot
is shown. In the upper-left is the
average entry rate and error rate
of this game. One photon
torpedo is currently in-flight, the
color of the torpedo indicates
how powerful the shot is.

use a 12-gram language model. Our initial search finds a
list of up to the 50-best sentence hypotheses. This N -best
list is then rescored with a 4-gram word language model.
Our decoder searches the hypothesis space of all possible
character sequences given a sequence of taps. In order to
keep the search tractable, we employ beam width pruning.

Not only is our game fun, but it can also serve as a
research platform for investigating performance and design
questions related to touchscreen keyboard text entry. This
is similar to past work that has attempted to advance text
entry research by developing a game (e.g. [4, 9]).

Due to the large memory footprint of our language
models, the recognition occurs on a nearby desktop
computer. The mobile devices used by the players
communicate with the desktop over a wireless network.
Recognition time, including network latency, was fast with
an average recognition delay of about 0.2 s per sentence.

Sentence-Based Text Entry

Game Mechanics

Researchers have explored many alternative text entry
methods for mobile devices such as keyboards that model
uncertainty [15], optimized keyboards [1, 10, 11, 16],
gesture keyboards [7, 17], multimodal speech-touch
systems [6, 12] and keyboards modeling people’s walking
style [2] or grip [3] (see Kristensson [5] for a recent
overview).

The game is played by two or more players. Each player
uses a touchscreen mobile device to control a spaceship.
Each player’s spaceship is located at the vertex of a
polygon (Figure 2). A player’s ship rotates automatically
back and forth, sweeping its torpedo launcher through all
other players.

In our mobile text entry interface, we delay automatic
typing correction until after the user enters an entire
sentence. Such sentence-based decoding may enable fast
text entry since users will not be slowed by frequent
monitoring and correction of word-at-a-time recognition
results. It may also allow the keyboard to make fewer
total recognition errors since the recognition algorithm
can leverage the complete tap sequence during its search.

Players are presented with short memorable sentences
from the Enron mobile dataset [13]. Players type each
sentence on an onscreen qwerty keyboard displayed on
their device. After typing all the letters of a sentence, the
player signals the entry is complete by tapping with two
fingers. This causes our sentence-based decoder to find
the most probable sentence given the player’s noisy tap
data. It also causes the player’s ship to fire a photon
torpedo.

Our decoder takes a sequence of touch events and
searches for the most probable set of sentences given that
sequence of touches. The decoder uses a probabilistic
keyboard model, character language model, and word
language model. During the decoder’s initial search, we

A torpedo launched by a player is given a destructive
power proportional to the player’s entry rate on the stimuli
sentence. Entry rate was measured in words-per-minute.
As is commonly done in text entry research, we defined a
word as five consecutive characters including spaces.
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Figure 3: A final shootout
between two players. The yellow
circle near the right player is an
explosion caused by a recent
torpedo impact on that player.
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We measured the accuracy of a player’s entry using
character error rate (CER). CER is the number of
insertions, substitutions and deletions required to
transform the recognized text into the reference text,
divided by the number of characters in the reference text.
If the player enters a sentence with a 0% CER, the
torpedo goes in a straight line. Non-zero error rates cause
a player’s torpedo to shoot at a random offset angle
proportional to the magnitude of the error rate. Thus,
success in the game depends on players trying to enter
text both as quickly and as accurately as possible.
In addition to entry speed and accuracy, the game also
relies on timing. To target a particular opponent, a player
must time the end of an entry to coincide with pointing at
that opponent. Since torpedoes can collide in-flight,
players can also time shots to deflect incoming torpedoes.
Photon torpedoes travel across the playing field, hopefully
impacting one of the other players. Each player’s ship has
only a limited amount of health. Once a player’s health is
zero, their ship explodes and the polygon collapses by one
vertex. Eventually, the final two players take part in a
head-to-head shootout. The last two players are situated
on a line with their ships oscillating back and forth (Figure
3). The last player remaining is declared the winner.
Players are penalized for sloppy text entry. If a player’s
entry has a 5-10% CER, the player’s torpedo launcher
malfunctions and fails to fire. If a player’s entry has a
CER of over 10%, the torpedo launcher backfires and
ends up damaging the player’s own ship.
Players view the entire state of the game on a large
display. All players may view the same large display, or
they may view separate large displays. All displays are
synchronized to show the same game. On the large screen,

all players and all photon torpedoes are visible. The large
screen also shows the average entry and error rate for the
current game. After a player makes a shot, the shot’s
entry and error rate are displayed next to the player’s ship.
Each player’s mobile device provides visual feedback
(Figure 4). The device shows the current orientation of
the player’s ship as well as any torpedoes in the vicinity of
the player’s ship. The device displays the current sentence
that needs to be entered as well as the last recognition
result along with its entry and error rate. The device
makes sounds and vibrates whenever the player taps
letters, fires torpedoes, or has their ship damaged.

Future Work and Conclusions
The competitive nature of Text Blaster encourages users
to enter text both quickly and accurately. We hypothesize
that these properties might make Text Blaster an ideal
platform for conducting both laboratory and crowdsourced
text entry experiments.
We have two experiments currently planned for Text
Blaster. First, the game could be modified to remove the
visual keyboard. Players would tap out letters with
respect to a keyboard they imagine at a size and a
location of their own choosing. This would allow us to
investigate eyes-free touchscreen text entry. In preliminary
research [14], we found blindfolded participants could type
at over 20 words-per-minute with our decoder recognizing
over one-third of sentences with no errors.
Second, instead of tapping a spacebar between words,
players could make a right swipe gesture (similar to [8]).
Using swipe for spaces has the potential to significantly
improve recognition accuracy as such gestures provide
reliable information to the recognizer about one of the
most commonly entered characters.
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In summary, we created a fast-paced and fun multi-player
game. Players attempt to blast each other by entering
sentences quickly, accurately and with precise timing. Our
sentence-based interaction style encourages users to type
fast by avoiding traditional feedback distractions such as
the display and the correction of the last word entered.
We plan to use our game to explore the design and
performance of touchscreen mobile text entry interfaces.
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